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GDPR BECOMES EASIER FOR SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS 

A new and affordable self-service tool simplifies compliance 

London, Friday, 9 March 2018 – A new service launched by 123DPO in association with GDPR365 gives 

small businesses an online, self-service tool which covers every single aspect of GDPR compliance. The 

online portal takes business owners through each aspect of the GDPR in a clear and simple way. In 

addition, 123DPO have a help desk with a dedicated team of advisors to answer all your questions along 

the way. 

“We know from talking to our clients and other people who have been asking us 

about GDPR that there is a need for a straightforward, systematic approach to GDPR 

which doesn’t have to cost a fortune. We believe that this system can make GDPR 

compliance a far less stressful part of business life.” 

- Anthony Charlton – Head of Compliance at 123DPO 

From deciding to appoint a DPO (Data Protection Office), to carrying out assessments, managing 

consent, working with processors or training employees, the online software asks all the questions so 

the person managing the GDPR compliance in an organization is guided through the entire journey. The 

platform automatically generates a legal Privacy Statement as well as providing a facility for tracking 

data subject access requests and managing data breaches, if they occur! 

The entire platform is supported by extensive guidance to the relevant sections and recitals of the 

GDPR, videos explaining how the process works and the dedicated team of professionals who provide 

unlimited help and assistance. 

 

123DPO – Meet Your DPO Requirements as easy as 1 2 3 
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If you would like more information about this topic, or for interviews, please contact Anthony Charlton 

at +44 20 31 37 79 13 or e-mail at anthony@123dpo.com. 


